
WritersBlog 8. Slow Train from Spain, fromSpainpain
pain,
wow! It happened, it succeeded! My book Number Zero,
The El Puerto version of ‘The Wonderful Disappearance of

Mrs Pear’ is a fact, actually

a faction in this case, it was printed
and delivered to The Hotel Friday 21
April 2023 in exchange for a very nice
discount in the expenses upthere so I
cry
WhyWhat
WhereWhichWhenWhoseHooowwwwl
could spend my time there in writing
this book, a wonderful skyfull unltd, SF
inspired So Full of WhodunnitHo

Luka, my grandson in front of El Puerto with nr 0 edition
from The Wonderful Disappearance of Mrs Pear.



wdunnitskyfullwhodunnitwhywherewhenwhatHOWwowooooohwhOAHhhhooo
OOOOOOOwwwwwWWWWwwwwWwwwwwwwwwwWonderful
Disappearance of MRS Pear, and me myself and I, it was a race against the
clock in all aspects, and I got locked up in all kinda situations, making me
scream and shout, but then nobody helps you out, while when U smile it might
take a while, donc, les pluspart des gens sont tout tendre,so it’s such a sweet
fact-o-fiction to be proud of, and, however of course the real editing has to be
done yet, polishing shaving cutting, at sea tara but that can be done at home
too, of course, it will be a great satisfiction, even.

After this very very intense Slow Train From Spain Race, racw indeed for
slowytains don;t exist anymore, just another illusion of which wherever it is
hard to land, with all those far out fast fat facts on the
road, like stranding in Cerberus, no, which was
not a very pleasant destiny, no; however many times
Cerberus passed my mind as a place to be avoided

and the next thing is that U end up there
anyhow, coz called Cercerus, very weird and
how true, because to be honoust it was quite a
struggle to get in & out, weird, well, the whole
trip it has costed me a fortune, so probably I will
be completely broke, in fact that will be the next
step to consider…in spin de hemel in, uit spuit
de hemel uit….

However dizzy of this helterskelter all the way, if I may say so: well, darlings,
things have to be crystallizing out & in for a week or so at least, before that
time only lumps and hums; for fear first elimination I have to make a pan plan
the CamPlagne for liquid means if U understand what I
mean.,,,: it keeps on being an adventure,we’re not
there yet, the skull ter hall their lullabybye hellow
sky skoop such high,nevertheless things like that will
be utterly observed in WritersBlog Number
Nine. My darling tarlentine, it’s only fair to wake U
there from that nightmare.Take Air, Take Care!!! In the mean time…: See U at
nr. 9,

9…NUMBER 9…!




